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To all whom ¿t may concern: 
Be it known that we, JAMES G. ARcARo 

and TURNER C. FURR, citizens of the United 
States, residing, respectively, in Washing 
ton, in vthe District of Columbia, and 
Rosslyn, in the county of Arlington and 
State of Virginiayhave invented certain 

 new and useful Improvements in Assorting 
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Devices, of which the following is a speciñ 
cation. ` f 

This invention relates to a device capable 
of being used-for assorting various kinds of> 
papers and the like, but it is especially de 
signed for use by orchestra directors for 
assorting orchestrations into folios for the 
various players and for assorting or separat 
ing the folios of the various parts back into 
the orchestrations. 

Heretofore, orchestra directors in order to 
assort orchestrations into folios for the 
various players according to» a selected pro-  
gram have had to lay the parts of the or 
chestrations in separate piles flat upon tables 

' or the like, and in order to separate theî 
folios and assort the parts' back into the 
orchestrations, the have had to follow the 
same procedure.v uch a procedure is very 
undesirable, especially in the case of a large 
orchestra, as considerable table space is 
necessary to carry it out, and in addition to 
this, it takes an unnecessary amount of time. 
The present invention avoids such an un 
desirable method, since it consists o-f a com 
pact rack-like device designed to be placed 
upon a table or the like across one side or 
end of the same, the device being provided . 
with compartments into which the various 
parts of the orchestrations may be placed 
and stacked according to the order of the 
selected program and formed into folios for 
the various players. ‘ _` 
The compartments of the device are 

formed by partitions which are arranged 
obliquely so as to cause the sheets of music 
as they are inserted into the compart 
ments to instantly slide or pass to one 
side of _the compartments, thus causing 
the parts of the orchestrations >to be 
stacked in the same order in all the 
compartments. This quick movement of the 
sheets'to one vside of the compartments is 
facilitated by providing the bottoms of the 
compartments with inclined ways, which 
'serve the additional function of preventing 
thecurling of the lower ends of the sheets, 
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which, of course, is a very desirable feature 
of the device. »- - ` 

The invention resides in the novel features 
of construction, and the combination and 
arrangement of parts, hereinafter fully de 
scribed and claimed, and shown in the ac 
companying drawing. 

Iny the drawing :- _ - 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a device 
constructed in accordance with the inven 
tion; 

Fig. 2 is an elevation of the device; ' 
Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view of the 

device taken on the plane. indicated by the 
line 3_3 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged vertical longitudinal 
sectional view -of the device; 

Fig. 5 is an elevation of a portion of the 
bottom of the device; and 

Fig. 6 is a front view of >a portion ofthel 
forward edge of the base of the device. ' 

` 'In the drawing similar reference char. 
acters are used to designate cor/responding 
parts throughout the several views. 

Referring more particularly to the draw 
ing, the numeral l represents the base of 
the "device This is shownas consisting of a 
flat rectangular board having each of its 
ends provided with dovetail notches 2. 
The numerals 3 and 4 represent end 
boards, which rest in upright positions upon 
the end portions of the base 1, and which are 
provided with dovetail tongues 5 fitted into 
the'notches 2. 'Screwed or otherwise suit 
ably secured to the >rear edges of the base 1 
and the end boards 3 and 4 is a back board 6. 
The front edge of thef’base 1 is beveled as 
indicated at 7 for a purpose which is herein 
after described. ` ` 

Fixedly mounted upon the base 1 and also 
preferably screwed or otherwise suitably se 
cured to the back plate 6 is va plurality of 
spaced parallel transverse partition plates 8. 
These plates 8 are arranged obliquely and 
they all slant toward one end of the base, 
one of the end-most plates contacting with 
the end board 4 and .forming with the 
latter a pocket 9. The’front edgesof the 
plates 8 are provided with semi-circular 
notches 10, and the base l extends .beyond the 

 front edges of the plates 8. 
The plates 8 divide the space between the 

end boards 3 and 4 into a plurality of ob 
lique compartments 11, the bottoms of which 
are formed by curved inclined ways 12, 
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I which slant toward the other end of the 

10 

base 1, that is, the end'of the base 1 opposite 
from the end toward which the plates 8 
slant. The ways 12 are preferably in the 
form of blocks 13, which are substantially 
triangular shapedy in cross section, and are' 
preferably nailed and glued or. otherwise 
suitably securedl tothe base 1 and to the 
plates . “ . , 

Fixed upon the beveled edge 7 of the base 
1 are suitable guards, frames or keepers 14 

’ for cards 15 marked with the names of the 
' instruments of the orchestra to constitute 

415 
individual indicators for the compartments 
11, an indicator being disposed adjacent each 

' _ compartment. » 

In using the device it should be pla'ced 
i upon a horizontal support, such asacross 

20 
one side or end of a table or the like with 
the front of the device next to the user. vThe 
user may then while standing or seatedas-  
sort or separate the orchestrations accordingv 

n to the order of the selected program into the 

30 

n much care except to place them right side 

various parts by placing the'm into the indi 
cated compartments and thus without leav 
ing his position form the folios for the vari 
out players of the orchestra. In a like man 
ner the folies may be assorted or separated 
back into the orchestrations. 

' lI‘he sheets'of music may be quickly placed 
in~ the compartments without exercising 

out‘and up and into lthe right compartments, 
since the sheets as they are placed in the 
compartments move, slide and tilt over to 
lward and against the uppermost faces v8’ of 
the oblique plates 8 and slide down theçin 
cliîied ways 12. The inclined ways thus fa 
cilitate the quick positioning and stacking' 
of the sheets in one side‘ _of the compartments 
against the uppermost faces .8’ of the plates 
8, but they also serve the very important 

l function of preventing the lower ends ofthe 
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I will also be seen that the notches 10 permitl 
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sheets yfrom curling. _ 
'I'he pocket 9 may be used‘for storage pur 

poses, for instance, for storing pencils, paper, 
etc.  , l . 

The approximate size of the sheets of music 
with respect tothe size of the plates 8 mayA 
be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, in which the let’ 
ter Spdenotes the sheets. From Fig. 3 it 

the sheets S to be grasped the user of 
the device without interference by the 
plates 8. y   ' l 

From the foregoing description taken in ' 
connection with the accompanying drawing 
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it will be seen that the objects of the inven 
tion have been effectively carried out in a 
simple and inexpensive manner, but since 
numerous changes in form, proportion and 
in the minor details of construction may be 
made without departing from the spirit and 
principle of the invention, it is to be 'under 
stood that such may be done within the 
>meaning and scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is :- t 
1. A device of the class described com 

prising a base, oblique partitions supported 
upon said base ~and forming oblique com 
.partments, and inclined bottoms forl said 
compartments, the inclined bottoms of said 
compartments and said partitions slating to 
ward opposite directions, whereby to cause 
sheets as they are‘inserted into said com 
partments to slide toward` and stack against 
the uppermost faces of said partitions and to 
prevent the lower ends of the sheets from 
curling. ' I . 

2. A device of the class described compris 
ing a horizontal base, a plurality of spaced 
oblique transverse partition plates supported 
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u on said base, all of» said plates’ being` 
s anted toward one ‘end of said base and 
forming a plurality of oblique compart 
ments, and inclined ways supported uponY 
said base between said plates and forming 
the bottoms of‘said compartments, all of said 
ways being slanted toward the other end of 
the base, whereby to cause' sheets as they are 

85 

ward and stack against thel uppermost faces . 
of said plates and to prevent the lower ends 
of the sheets from. curling. l 

3. A device of the class described'compris 
ing a horizontal base, a plurality of spaced 

95 

oblique utransverse partition plates fixed upon-` 

ward onev end of said base and forming a 
plurality of oblique compartments, andìI 
curved inclined ways fixed upon said base 
between said plates and forming the bottoms ‘ 
of said compartments, all of said ways being 

. slanted _toward the other end of said base, 
»whereby'to cause sheets as they are inserted 
linto said compartments to slide toward and 
stack against the uppermost faces of saidE 
plates and to prevent the lower ends of the 
sheets from curling. 
In testimony whereof we aíiix our signa 

tures. ' . 

JAMES e. ART-cano. 
TURNER c. runs. 

'said base, all of said plates being slanted to- ' 
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inserted into said compartments to slide to- 'f ' 


